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CONNECTOR DIAGRAM 

 

CROSS SECTION 

 



INSTRUCTIONS 

NA6 

1. Remove the oem coil-pack and fit the LS coil-packs along with the 

main harness.

 
2. Unplug and remove the igniter (located near the fuse box). 

3. Connect the extension harness to the main LS coil harness and route 

accordingly so that the other end sits near the 8-way igniter 

connector. 

4. Carefully remove the orange secondary lock from the 8-way connector.

 



5. Using a very small jewelersflat head screwdriver or equivalent, lift 

the terminal retainer inside the connector and remove the terminals 

from the connector following the table shown below. 

 
 

6. Insert the wires into the two provided 3-way connectors following 

the below tables to ensure the correct positions.

 
NA6 

OEM Igniter Side LS Coil Harness Side 
2 – Brown/Yellow Brown 
3 – Blue Red 
6 – Black Brown 
7 – Brown Green/Yellow 

 



7. Fit the orange secondary locks to the connectors. 

 
8. Connect the two 3-way connectors into the matching connectors on the 

LS coil harness. Match the connectors according to the wire colours 

above. Mixing them up may result in damage to the coils. Optionally 

mark one set of matching connectors with a permanent marker to 

prevent future mix up.

 
9. (Optional) Join the two circuits on pin 4 and 5 of the igniter 

connector (Yellow/Blue & Black/White) to connect your ECU directly 

to the gauge cluster tacho and allow the ECU to control the tach. 

The ECU will need a suitable output connected to pin 2I of the ECU 

connector to allow this.  

 



NA8 / NB8A 

1. Remove the OEM ignition leads 

2. Unplug the two 4-way female connectors from the OEM coil-packs 

3. Un-bolt and remove the OEM coil-packs. 

4. Using a very small jewelersflat head screwdriver or equivalent, lift 

the terminal retainer inside the connector and pull the wires out of 

the rear of the connector housing. If the connector has an orange 

secondary lock, it will have to be carefully removed before removing 

the terminals. 

5. Insert the wires into the two provided 3-way connectors following 

the below tables and diagram to ensure the correct positions. 

 

NA8 
OEM Harness Side LS Coil Harness Side 
Connector 1 
Brown Brown (Position 1) 
Black Brown (Position 2) 
Blue Red (Position 3) 
Connector 2 
Brown/Yellow Green/Yellow (Position 4) 
Black Brown (Position 5) 
Blue Red (Position 6) 

 

NB8A 
OEM Harness Side LS Coil Harness Side 
Connector 1 
Brown Brown (Position 1) 
Black Brown (Position 2) 
Black/White Red (Position 3) 
Connector 2 
Brown/Yellow Green/Yellow (Position 4) 
Black Brown (Position 5) 
Black/White Red (Position 6) 



 

 

 

6. Early NA8 will have two spare black/white wires left over. Insulate 

them and tape them back to the harness. 

7. Connect the two 3-way connectors into the matching connectors on the 

LS coil harness. Match the connectors according to the wire colours 

above. Mixing them up will result in cylinders firing in the wrong 

order. Optionally mark one set of matching connectors with a 

permanent marker to prevent future mix up. 

NB8B 

1. Un-plug and remove OEM coil packs. 

2. Connect the longer OEM 3-way connector to the matching LS coil 

connector with a green wire. Connect the second shorter OEM 3-way 

connector to the matching LS coil connector with a blue wire. 

 


